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The Occult in Modernist Art, Literature, and Cinema
T. M. Bauduin, H. Johnsson (Eds)

- Combines modernism/the avant-gardes and occultism.
- Offers a broad spectrum of media including literature, visual arts, and film.
- Includes a range of languages and historical periods.

Many modernist and avant-garde artists and authors were fascinated by the occult movements of their day. This volume explores how Occultism came to shape modernist art, literature, and film.

Contents

Fields of Interest
Comparative Religion; Fine Arts; Secularism

Series Title
Palgrave Studies in New Religions and Alternative Spiritualities

Depth Psychology and Mysticism
T. Cattoi, D. M. Odorisio (Eds)

- Explores the depth psychological significance of mystical experience from an interdisciplinary perspective.
- Brings together contributions of scholars and practitioners/analysts.
- Shows that depth psychological and traditional readings of mystical phenomena are not incompatible, but may be mutually enriching.

Since the late 19th century, when the “new science” of psychology and interest in esoteric and occult phenomena converged – leading to the “discovery” of the unconscious – the dual disciplines of depth psychology and mysticism have been wed in an [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Buddhism; Psychological Methods/Evaluation; Non-Western Philosophy

Series Title
Interdisciplinary Approaches to the Study of Mysticism

Christian Perspectives on Transhumanism and the Church
Chips in the Brain, Immortality, and the World of Tomorrow
S. Donaldson, R. Cole-Turner (Eds)

- Calls on Christians to understand and engage with some of the deep issues facing the church in a technological, transhumanist future.
- Considers how technology can help or harm genuine spiritual transformation.
- Begins the process of crafting a vision that can inspire people to hope for God’s transforming grace while living in a culture defined by technology’s enhancing powers.

Christians have always been concerned with enhancement—now they are faced with significant questions about how technology can help or harm genuine spiritual transformation. [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Religion and Society; Popular Science in Religious Studies; Philosophy of Technology
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Palgrave Studies in the Future of Humanity and its Successors
The Beginning of the Gospel
Paul, Philippi, and the Origins of Christianity
J. D. Garroway

- Offers a new perspective on one of the most important figures in Christianity, Paul.
- Discusses a new outlook on Gospel.
- Explores the relationships between the synoptic Gospels of the New Testament and their relationship to Paul.

In this innovative study, Joshua D. Garroway offers a revised account of the origin of the all-important Christian word “gospel,” yielding significant new insights into the development of early Christian history and literature. [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Christian Theology; History of Religion; History of the Middle East

Traditional Churches, Born Again Christianity, and Pentecostalism
Religious Mobility and Religious Repertoires in Urban Kenya
Y. N. Gez

- Uniquely explains the processes underlying religious choice-making in urban Kenya and the country’s ongoing Christian transformations.
- Offers an innovative model that helps to systematize the concept of lived religion.
- Invites readers to rethink religious normativity, identifying mobile religious identity as normative.

In Kenya’s vibrant urban religious landscape, where Pentecostal and traditional churches of various orientations live side by side, religious identity tends to overflow a single institutional affiliation. While Kenya’s Christianity may offer [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Christianity; African Culture; Sociology of Religion

Frederick Douglass, a Psychobiography
Rethinking Subjectivity in the Western Experiment of Democracy
D. G. Gibson

- The first psycho-biographical project on a major 19th century Black personality and thinker
- Examines primary source documents authored by Frederick Douglass himself
- Examines the psychosocial, cultural, and religious environments that influenced Douglass, as well as his counter-influence on the same environments

In the extreme context of the American slavocracy, how do we account for the robust subjectivity and agency of Frederick Douglass? In an environment of extremity, where most contemporary psychological theory suggests the human spirit would be [...] 

Contents
1. Introduction.- 2. The Intersubjective-Matrix of the Slavocracy: Experiencing the World of Frederick Douglass. [...] 

Fields of Interest
Black Theology; African American Culture; African Politics; Psychotherapy and Counseling; Religion and Psychology
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Practical Spirituality and Human Development
Transformations in Religions and Societies
A. K. Giri (Ed)

- Describes contemporary movements of practical global spirituality
- Considers the rise of religion in politics and the public sphere
- Opens new pathways of exploration and action for both scholarship and discourse for scholars across religious studies, cultural studies and development studies

In a world where the rise of the religious in politics and the public sphere is often accompanied by violence and religious fundamentalism, this book considers the increasing relevance of movements of practical spirituality from multiple [...]  

Contents
Practical Spirituality and Human Development: An Introduction and an Invitation.- Part One: Practical Spirituality: Understanding New Modes of Thinking and Transformative Practice.- The Calling of [...]  

Fields of Interest
Religion and Society; Cultural Anthropology; Sociology, general; Humanities and Social Sciences, multidisciplinary

Learning from Other Religious Traditions
Leaving Room for Holy Envy
H. Gustafson (Ed)

- Presents living examples of learning from religious traditions outside of ones own.
- Contains perspectives from traditions outside of the major “World Religions.”
- Written by established and respected scholars.

This book brings together academic scholars from across various religious traditions to reflect on the beauty they find in traditions other than their own. They examine these aspects and reflect on how they inform and constructively assist with [...]  

Contents
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Comparative Religion; Philosophy of Religion; Sociology of Religion
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Pathways for Ecumenical and Interreligious Dialogue

Medieval Welsh Pilgrimage, c.1100–1500
K. Hurlock

- Fills a major gap in Welsh Studies
- Provides a varied and comprehensive account of Welsh pilgrimage sites
- Connects religious studies and pilgrimage studies with medieval Welsh studies

Medieval Welsh Pilgrimage, c.1100–1500 examines one of the most popular expressions of religious belief in medieval Europe—from the promotion of particular sites for political, religious, and financial reasons to the experience of pilgrims and [...]  

Contents

Fields of Interest
Medieval Literature; History of Religion; History of Medieval Europe
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The New Middle Ages
The New Atheism, Myth, and History
The Black Legends of Contemporary Anti-Religion
N. Johnstone

- Examines the role of history itself in the New Atheism
- Provides in depth case studies of the polemical use of anti-religious myths contrasted with a detailed of the findings of academic historians
- Provides an academic defense of history against its increasing casual cultural and polemical misuse

This book examines the misuse of history in New Atheism and militant anti-religion. It looks at how episodes such as the Witch-hunt, the Inquisition, and the Holocaust are mythologized to present religion as inescapably prone to violence and [...] 

Contents

Fields of Interest
Secularism; History of Religion; History of Early Modern Europe 

Limbo Reapplied
On Living in Perennial Crisis and the Immanent Afterlife
K. K.P. Vanhoutte

- Explores the varieties of crisis and addresses the paradox of performing apparently enduring operations at a specified time
- Expands on deliberations about Limbo, using it as a counterbalance to the concept of crisis
- Enriches the reader perspective on Limbo and the world in which we live

The observation that our world is signed by a lasting crisis is as much underwritten as it is questioned. This book offers a new and provocative thesis by taking recourse to the religious discourse of Limbo, and by investigating the temporal and [...] 
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Secularism; Christian Theology; Critical Theory; Language History 
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Radical Theologies and Philosophies 

Lost Ecstasy
Its Decline and Transformation in Religion
J. McDaniel

- Argues in favor of returning Religious Studies to the exploration of religious experience, especially ecstatic experience
- Written from the perspective of an author who has done fieldwork in non-Western cultures
- Includes ecstasy in a variety of contexts, including religion, sexuality, drugs, music, and violence

This book is a study of religious ecstasy, and the ways that it has been suppressed in both the academic study of religion, and in much of the modern practice of religion. It examines the meanings of the term, how ecstatic experience is [...] 

Contents
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